Local Government Act:
DIVISION 1A – CONDUCT AND INTERESTS (as included in Council agendas)
76B Primary principle of Councillor conduct
It is a primary principle of Councillor conduct that, in performing the role of a Councillor, a Councillor must—
(a) act with integrity; and
(b) impartially exercise his or her responsibilities in the interests of the local community; and
(c) not improperly seek to confer an advantage or disadvantage on any person.
76BA General Councillor conduct principles
In addition to acting in accordance with the primary principle of Councillor conduct specified in section 76B, in
performing the role of a Councillor, a Councillor must—
(a) avoid conflicts between his or her public duties as a Councillor and his or her personal interests and
obligations;
(b) act honestly and avoid statements (whether oral or in writing) or actions that will or are likely to mislead or
deceive a person;
(c) treat all persons with respect and have due regard to the opinions, beliefs, rights and responsibilities of
other Councillors, Council staff and other persons;
(d) exercise reasonable care and diligence and submit himself or herself to the lawful scrutiny that is
appropriate to his or her office;
(e) endeavour to ensure that public resources are used prudently and solely in the public interest;
(f) act lawfully and in accordance with the trust placed in him or her as an elected representative;
(g) support and promote these principles by leadership and example and act in a way that secures and preserves
public confidence in the office of Councillor.
76C. Councillor Code of Conduct
(1) A Council must develop and approve a Councillor Code of Conduct for the Council within 12 months after the
commencement of section 15 of the Local Government Amendment (Councillor Conduct and Other Matters) Act
2008.
(2) A Council must review the Councillor Code of Conduct within the period of 12 months after a general election.
(3) A Councillor Code of Conduct—
(a) must include the Councillor conduct principles;
(b) may set out processes for the purpose of resolving an internal dispute between Councillors;
(d) must include provisions in respect of any matter prescribed for the purpose of this section;
(e) may include any other matters relating to the conduct of Councillors which the Council considers appropriate.
(5) A Councillor Code of Conduct must not be inconsistent with any Act or regulation.
(5A) A Councillor Code of Conduct is inoperative to the extent that it is inconsistent with any Act or regulation.
(6) A copy of the current Councillor Code of Conduct must be—
(a) given to each Councillor;
(b) available for inspection by the public at the Council office and any district offices.
(7) On and from the commencement of section 15 of the Local Government Amendment (Councillor Conduct and
Other Matters) Act 2008, a Councillor Code of Conduct is taken to include the Councillor conduct principles.
76D. Misuse of position
(1) A person who is, or has been, a Councillor or member of a special committee must not misuse his or her position—
(a) to gain or attempt to gain, directly or indirectly, an advantage for themselves or for any other person; or
(b) to cause, or attempt to cause, detriment to the Council or another person.
Penalty: 600 penalty units or imprisonment for 5 years or both.
(2) For the purposes of this section, circumstances involving the misuse of a position by a person who is, or has been, a
Councillor or member of a special committee include—

(a) making improper use of information acquired as a result of the position he or she held or holds; or
(b) disclosing information that is confidential information within the meaning of section 77(2); or
(c) directing or improperly influencing, or seeking to direct or improperly influence, a member of Council staff
in contravention of section 76E; or
(d) exercising or performing, or purporting to exercise or perform, a power, duty or function that he or she is
not authorised to exercise or perform; or
(e) using public funds or resources in a manner that is improper or unauthorised; or
(f) failing to disclose a conflict of interest as required under this Division.
(3) This section—
(a) has effect in addition to, and not in derogation from, any Act or law relating to the criminal or civil liability
of Councillors or members of special committees; and
(b) does not prevent the institution of any criminal or civil proceedings in respect of that liability.
76E Improper direction and improper influence
(1) A Councillor must not improperly direct or improperly influence, or seek to improperly direct or improperly
influence, a member of Council staff in the exercise of any power or in the performance of any duty or function by the
member.
(2) A Councillor must not direct, or seek to direct, a member of Council staff—
(a) in the exercise of a delegated power, or the performance of a delegated duty or function of the Council; or
(b) in the exercise of a power or the performance of a duty or function exercised or performed by the member
as an authorised officer under this Act or any other Act; or
(c) in the exercise of a power or the performance of a duty or function the member exercises or performs in an
office or position the member holds under another Act; or
(d) in relation to advice provided to the Council or a special committee, including advice in a report to the
Council or special committee.
(3) This section does not apply to a decision of the Council or a special committee that is made within the powers,
duties or functions conferred under this or any other Act.
77. Confidential information
(1) A person who is, or has been, a Councillor or a member of a special committee, must not release information that
the person knows, or should reasonably know, is confidential information.
(2) For the purposes of this section, information is “confidential information” if—
(a) the information was provided to the Council or a special committee in relation to a matter considered by the
Council or special committee at a meeting closed to members of the public and the Council or special
committee has not passed a resolution that the information is not confidential; or
(b) the information has been designated as confidential information by a resolution of the Council or a special
committee which specifies the relevant ground or grounds applying under section 89(2) and the Council or
special committee has not passed a resolution that the information is not confidential; or
(c) subject to sub-section (3), the information has been designated in writing as confidential information by the
Chief Executive Officer specifying the relevant ground or grounds applying under section 89(2) and the
Council has not passed a resolution that the information is not confidential.
(3) Confidential information referred to in sub-section (2)(c) ceases to be confidential at the expiry of the period of 50
days after the designation is made unless sub-section (2)(a) or (2)(b) applies to the information.
77A Direct and indirect interests
(1) A relevant person has a conflict of interest in respect of a matter if the relevant person has a direct interest or indirect
interest in the matter.
(2) A relevant person has a direct interest in a matter if the relevant person has an interest of a kind described in section
77B.
(3) A relevant person has an indirect interest in a matter if the relevant person has—
(a) a close association as specified in section 78; or
(b) an indirect financial interest as specified in section 78A; or

(c) a conflicting duty as specified in section 78B; or
(d) received an applicable gift as specified in section 78C; or
(e) become an interested party as specified in section 78D; or
(f) a residential amenity that may be altered as specified in section 78E.
(4) A relevant person does not have a conflict of interest in a matter if the direct interest or indirect interest of the
relevant person is so remote or insignificant that the direct interest or indirect interest could not reasonably be regarded
as capable of influencing any actions or decisions of the relevant person in relation to the matter.
(5) A relevant person does not have a conflict of interest in a matter if the direct interest or indirect interest the relevant
person holds—
(a) is held as a resident, ratepayer or voter and does not exceed the interests generally held by other residents,
ratepayers or voters; or
(b) is held in common with a large class of persons and does not exceed the interests generally held by the
class of persons.
(6) A relevant person does not have a conflict of interest in a matter if the relevant person—
(a) does not know the circumstances that give rise to the conflict of interest; and
(b) would not reasonably be expected to know the circumstances that give rise to the conflict of interest.
77B Direct interest
(1) A person has a direct interest in a matter if there is a reasonable likelihood that the benefits, obligations,
opportunities or circumstances of the person would be directly altered if the matter is decided in a particular way.
(2) Without limiting subsection (1), a person has a direct interest in a matter if—
(a) there is a reasonable likelihood that the person will receive a direct benefit or loss that can be measured in
financial terms if the matter is decided in a particular way;
(b) the person has, or the person together with a member or members of the person's family have, a controlling
interest in a company or other body that has a direct interest in the matter.
(3) A person who has a membership in a club or organisation that has a direct interest in a matter—
(a) does not, by reason of that membership, have a direct interest in the matter under subsection (1); and
(b) does not have an indirect interest in the matter, by reason of that membership, unless the person has an
indirect interest in the matter under section 78A, 78B or 78C.
(4) In subsection (2), controlling interest has the same meaning as it has in section 72(2) of the Payroll Tax Act 2007.
78 Indirect interest by close association
(1) In this section—
daughter means a biological daughter, step-daughter, adopted daughter, or female child for whom the person has
custodial responsibilities;
direct relative means the spouse, domestic partner, son, daughter, mother, father, brother or sister of the person;
domestic partner of a person means—
(a) a person who is in a registered relationship with the person; or
(b) an adult person to whom the person is not married but with whom the person is in a relationship as a couple
where one or each of them provides personal or financial commitment and support of a domestic nature for the
material benefit of the other, irrespective of their genders and whether or not they are living under the same
roof, but does not include a person who provides domestic support and personal care to the person—
(i) for fee or reward; or
(ii) on behalf of another person or an organisation (including a government or government agency, a
body corporate or a charitable or benevolent organisation);
family member means—
(a) a spouse or domestic partner of the person; or
(b) a son, daughter, mother, father, brother or sister that regularly resides with the person;
relative means—
(a) a direct relative of the person;
(b) a direct relative of a person who is the direct relative of the person;

son means a biological son, step son, adopted son or male child for which the person has custodial responsibilities.
(2) A person has an indirect interest by close association in a matter if—
(a) a family member of the person has a direct interest or an indirect interest in a matter; or
(b) a relative of the person has a direct interest in a matter; or
(c) a member of the person's household has a direct interest in a matter.
(3) For the purposes of the definition of domestic partner in subsection (1)—
(a) registered relationship has the same meaning as in the Relationships Act 2008; and
(b) in determining whether persons who are not in a registered relationship are domestic partners of each other,
all the circumstances of their relationship are to be taken into account, including any one or more of the
matters referred to in section 35(2) of the Relationships Act 2008 as may be relevant in a particular case; and
(c) a person is not a domestic partner of another person only because they are co-tenants.
78A Indirect interest that is an indirect financial interest
(1) A person has an indirect financial interest in a matter if the person is likely to receive a benefit or incur a loss,
measurable in monetary terms, as a consequence of a benefit received or loss incurred by another person who has a
direct or indirect interest in the matter.
(2) Without limiting subsection (1), a person has an indirect financial interest that is a conflict of interest if—
(a) the person has a beneficial interest in shares of a company or other body that has a direct interest in the
matter, except in the circumstances specified in subsection (3);
(b) the person is owed money from another person and that other person has a direct interest in the matter.
(3) If a person, and family members of the person, hold shares in a company or body that has a direct or indirect interest
in a matter with a combined total value that does not exceed $10 000 and the total value of issued shares of the company
or body exceeds $10 million, the person's indirect financial interest is not a conflict of interest.
(4) Subsection (2)(b) does not apply if the other person is an authorised deposit-taking institution.
(5) For the purposes of determining the value of shares under this section, the share value is to be taken from—
(a) the close of business on the most recent of 30 June or 31 December; or
(b) if the person has lodged an ordinary return since the most recent of 30 June or 31 December, the close of
business on the date the return was submitted.
78B Indirect interest because of conflicting duties
(1) A person has an indirect interest in a matter because of a conflicting duty if the person—
(a) is a manager or a member of a governing body of a company or body that has a direct interest in a matter;
(b) is a partner, consultant, contractor, agent or employee of a person, company or body that has a direct
interest in a matter;
(c) is a trustee for a person who has a direct interest in a matter.
(2) A person has an indirect interest in a matter because of a conflicting duty if the person held a position or role
specified in subsection (1) and, in that position or role, dealt with the matter.
(3) A person does not have an indirect interest because of a conflicting duty if—
(a) the person is, or has been, only an employee in the service of the Crown or of a body established by or
under any Act for a public purpose and the person has no current or expected responsibilities as that employee
in relation to a matter;
(b) the person only holds a position in a not-for-profit organisation for which the person receives no
remuneration and the person was appointed to the relevant special committee of the Council to be a
representative of the non-for-profit organisation;
(ba) the person only holds a position, with the Council's approval as a representative of the Council, in an
organisation for which the person receives no remuneration;
(c) the person is only a Councillor who holds a position in the Municipal Association of Victoria or in another
body that has the purpose of representing the interests of Councils;
(ca) the person is only a member of a development assessment committee established under Part 4AA of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987;
(d) the person only holds a position that has been prescribed for the purposes of this section.

78C Indirect interest because of receipt of an applicable gift
(1) In this section, applicable gift means one or more gifts with a total value of, or more than, the gift disclosure
threshold, received from a person or persons specified in subsection (2) in the 5 years preceding the decision or the
exercise of the power, duty or function but does not include—
(a) reasonable hospitality received by the person at an event or function the person attended in an official
capacity as the Mayor, a Councillor, a member of Council staff or a member of a special committee; or
(b) a gift, other than an election campaign donation, that was received by the person more than 12 months
before the person became a Councillor, a member of Council staff or a member of a special committee.
(2) A person has an indirect interest in a matter if the person has received an applicable gift, directly or indirectly,
from—
(a) a person who has a direct interest in the matter; or
(b) a director, contractor, consultant, agent or employee of a person, company or body that the person knows
has a direct interest in a matter; or
(c) a person who gives the applicable gift to the person on behalf of a person, company or body that has a
direct interest in the matter.
(3) For the purposes of determining when a person became a Councillor or member of a special committee under
subsection (1)(b), if the person is re-elected or reappointed as a Councillor or a member of a special committee, on
completion of his or her term of office, the previous term of office served by that person as a Councillor or member of a
special committee must be counted as continuous service with any service completed by the person after the person's reelection or reappointment.
78D Indirect interest as a consequence of becoming an interested party
A person has an indirect interest in a matter if the person has become an interested party in the matter by initiating civil
proceedings in relation to the matter or becoming a party to civil proceedings in relation to the matter.
78E Indirect interest because of impact on residential amenity
A person has an indirect interest in a matter if there is a reasonable likelihood that the residential amenity of the person
will be altered if the matter is decided in a particular way.
79 Disclosure of conflict of interest
(1) If a Councillor or member of a special committee has a conflict of interest in a matter which is to be considered or
discussed at a meeting of the Council or the special committee, the Councillor or member must, if he or she is attending
the meeting, disclose the conflict of interest in accordance with subsection (2).
(2) A Councillor or member of a special committee who has a conflict of interest and is attending the meeting of the
Council or special committee must make a full disclosure of that interest—
(a) by either—
(i) advising the Council or special committee at the meeting of the details required under paragraphs
(b) and (c) immediately before the matter is considered at the meeting; or
(ii) advising the Chief Executive Officer in writing of the details required under paragraphs (b) and (c)
before the meeting; and
(b) classifying the type of interest that has given rise to the conflict as either—
(i) a direct interest; or
(ii) an indirect interest and specifying the particular kind of indirect interest under section 78, 78A,
78B, 78C, 78D or 78E; and
(c) describing the nature of the interest; and
(d) if the Councillor or member advised the Chief Executive Officer of the details under paragraph (a)(ii), the
Councillor or member must make a disclosure of the class of interest only to the meeting immediately before
the matter is considered at the meeting.
(5) The Chief Executive Officer must—
(a) keep written disclosures given to him or her under this section in a secure place for 3 years after the date
the Councillor or member of a special committee who made the disclosure ceases to be Councillor or member
of a committee; and
(b) destroy the written disclosure when the 3 year period referred to in paragraph (a) has expired.

(6) While the matter is being considered or any vote is taken in relation to the matter, the Councillor or member of a
special committee must—
(a) leave the room and notify the Mayor or the Chairperson of the special committee that he or she is doing so;
and
(b) remain outside the room and any gallery or other area in view or hearing of the room.
(7) The Mayor or the Chairperson of the special committee must cause the Councillor or member of a special committee
to be notified that he or she may return to the room after—
(a) consideration of the matter; and
(b) all votes on the matter.
(8) If a Councillor or member of a special committee discloses a conflict of interest, the Chief Executive Officer or the
Chairperson must record in the minutes of the meeting—
(a) the declaration of the conflict of interest; and
(b) the classification of the interest that has given rise to the conflict, and if the Councillor or member has
disclosed the nature of the interest to the meeting, the nature of the interest.
(9) Unless section 80 applies, a Councillor or member of a special committee who fails to comply with this section is
guilty of an offence and liable to a fine not exceeding 120 penalty units.
79B Conflicting personal interest
(1) This section does not apply to a Councillor or member of a special committee who has a conflict of interest in the
matter.
(2) If a Councillor or a member of a special committee considers that he or she has a personal interest in relation to a
matter that is in conflict with his or her public duty in relation to the matter, the Councillor or member may,
immediately before the matter is considered at the relevant meeting, apply to the Council or special committee to be
exempted from voting on the matter.
(3) If a Councillor or member of a special committee makes an application under subsection (2), he or she must give
reasons in support of the application.
(4) A Council or special committee may consent to an application made under subsection (2) and must not unreasonably
withhold consent.
(5) If a Council or special committee consents to an application under subsection (4), sections 79(6), 79(7), 79(8) and
79(9) apply as if the personal interest that is the subject of an application under subsection (2) were a conflict of interest
specified under this Act.
79C Certain situations where Councillor taken to not have a conflict of interest
(1) A Councillor is taken to not have a conflict of interest for the purposes of this Division if the matter only relates to—
(a) the nomination or appointment by the Council of the Councillor to a position for which the Councillor will
not be remunerated;
(b) the election of the Mayor under section 71 or the appointment of an acting Mayor under section 73(3);
(c) a decision in relation to the payment of allowances to the Mayor or Councillors under section 74 or 74C(2);
(d) the adoption of a policy in relation to the reimbursement of expenses under section 75A;
(e) the adoption of a Councillor Code of Conduct under section 76C;
(f) an application to a Councillor Conduct Panel or VCAT under Division 1B;
(g) an application for an exemption under section 80;
(h) the appointment of members and Chairpersons of special committees;
(i) a resolution that has the effect of making the Councillors eligible or ineligible for the superannuation
guarantee under taxation legislation;
(j) the conduct of a Councillor with respect to—
(i) an internal dispute that involves the Councillor;
(ii) an allegation of misconduct or serious misconduct (as defined in section 81A) by the Councillor;
(k) a submission provided to an electoral representation review under section 219F;
(l) a submission provided for the purposes of a subdivision review conducted under section 219N.

(2) If a budget or revised budget to be approved by a Council includes funding for a matter in respect of which a
Councillor has a conflict of interest the Councillor is taken to not have a conflict of interest for the purposes of
approving the budget or revised budget if—
(a) the Council approved the matter and the proposed funding previously; and
(b) the Councillor disclosed the nature of the conflict of interest under this
Division when the decision in respect of the funding was originally considered and made.

